
Solutions of North Texas 
Code of conduct 

 
Welcome to Solutions of North Texas!  Our program is geared towards sustained 
sobriety and independence. The following are guidelines towards progressing in our 
program. We are at your service! 
 
 
Intake requirements 
 
* no more than 3 bags at intake. 
* bags should contain clothes, toiletries, and an alarm clock 
* job search outfit (skirt/dress slacks button down shirt, shoes, etc.) 
* all medications (rx, otc, samples or supplements) are subject to approval. Size and     
   shape of medications will be verified to medication label at enrollment. Expired  
   medications or medications without a label will not be allowed.  Any medications that  
   have a potential for abuse are not allowed. 
 
* need 2 forms of valid state/government issued identification 
* intake fees  
* no laptops, desktops or tablet computers 
* no items containing alcohol are permitted 
* no bedding, blankets, towels or linens 
* I understand that any prohibited items (i.e. Knives or non-approved medications) at    
   intake must either be returned with the family or disposed of. Sontx will not be  
   responsible for these items 
 
Program requirements 
 
* desire to be drug and alcohol free 
* desire and ability to work through at least 4 levels of the level system and live here for   
   90 days at minimum (1 year maximum stay) 
* I understand that in order to successfully complete this program I must: complete level  

4, complete 90 days, be current on fees, not be exited for non-compliance and do 
an exit interview with my case manager. 

* desire to become independent (mentally and financially) 
* I agree to “no contact” with family and significant others until level 1 program   
  requirements are completed 
* I agree to work with a sponsor through a 12-step program of action 
* I agree to progress through a program level system 
* I agree to attend mandatory meetings and deep cleanings 
* I agree to do all assigned chores as they are explained to me and to keep my area  
 “tour ready” 
* I agree to random drug testing and searches including my vehicle 



* I agree to check in any vehicles with front office before taking the vehicles to housing     
   facility 
* I agree to dress appropriately (men must wear a shirt. No cleavage, belly shirts or  
 short shorts) 
* I agree to not smoke inside any Solutions of North Texas building 
* I understand if for any reason I am more than 15 minutes late to an office  
   appointment, my appointment may be canceled.  The scheduling of same day  
   appointments are at the discretion of the office 
* I understand repeated “no call, no show” to office appointments may result in  
   disciplinary actions 
 
 
Medical and medications 
 
* I understand no diet aids are allowed 
* I understand no “pm” medications or sleep aids are allowed w/out office approval 
* I agree not to consume anything that would knowingly cause a positive result on a  
 drug test 
* I understand residential services are non-medical and there are no doctors on staff 
* I understand community medical services are available to me at little to no cost 
* I understand counseling services are available to me at little to no cost 
* I agree to take my medications as prescribed 
* I agree to refill my medications to prevent a lapse in treatment 
* I agree to not “wean-off” medications unless directed by my prescribing physician 
* I agree to check in “new” medications with front office 
* I agree to check in medication “refills” with house manager 
* I understand it is illegal for persons living in a group setting to give blood or plasma 
* I understand I am responsible for the storage and self-administration of my  

 medication. Medications may not be kept in community areas (living rooms, 
kitchen, bathrooms). Medications must be kept out of sight and in appropriate 
containers. 

 
 
General house rules 
 
* I agree to report substance abuse or behavior that is harmful to an individual or the  
 property as a whole 
* I understand to be “tour ready” I must be up, dressed, chores done and area clean by  
 9am, minor allowances will be made during the weekends and major holidays 
* I agree to not share my door code with another person 
* I agree to not change, alter or move any furnishing in my housing facility 
*I understand I cannot bring in furniture or televisions. Electronics must have staff  
 approval. 
 



* I agree to not eat or drink anything in my room 
* I agree to not attach anything to the walls 
* I agree to mark my personal food and never use food stamps 
* I understand and agree there are no pets allowed and I will not feed stray animals 
* I understand no men are allowed in the women’s houses 
* I understand no women are allowed in the men’s houses 
* I understand my guests must leave at or before 10:30 at night 
* I agree to never be in possession of contraband (hookas, pipes, weapons, distasteful  
 clothing, etc) 
* I agree to not surf any social media sites or dating sites while on Solutions of North  
 Texas properties 
* I understand cliques are dangerous and I agree to not be cliquish 
* I agree to not rely on information from another resident 
* I understand gossip is harmful and agree to not gossip or listen to gossip 
* I understand children cannot spend the night at my housing facility 
* I understand there is no sleeping in the common areas at any time 
* I agree to watch my children personally when they visit and understand uncontrollable  
 children will be asked to leave 
* I understand house managers sign overnight passes at their discretion 
* I understand if I have a complaint on a house manager, I may fill out a grievance 
* I agree my cell phone can be confiscated if it becomes a distraction 
* I agree to abide by the laundry room hours per house and not leave laundry  
 unattended 
* I agree to not excessively borrow cigarettes, food, or property 
* I understand gambling of any type is prohibited 
* I understand I may not enter into a financial agreement (soliciting of services or  
 lending of money) with another client 
* I agree not to operate another resident’s vehicle 
* I agree to report any damages to property 
* I understand I cannot eat or receive goods from the local food pantry or soup kitchen 
* I agree to bring my big book to all 12-step meetings 
* I understand there is no phone use, texting, eating, or use of e-cigarettes during 12- 
 step meetings 
* I understand if I obtain a phone, I should provide Sontx with a phone number, and  
 if able, set up my voicemail 
* I understand Sontx or its staff are not responsible for money, valuables, or other  
 personal property retained in our facilities and have no liability for their loss 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Job search/fees 
 
* I understand program fees are non-refundable 
* I understand I may be refunded my deposit upon exit if I stay a minimum of 90 days,  

complete level 4, am not removed for non-compliance, complete exit interview with 
my case manager and have not used my deposit money to pay fees during my 
residency 

* I understand any unused program fees will remain on my account as a credit 
* I understand I am required to pay fees as outlined in responsible party agreement and  
 fee schedule 
* I understand employed residents are required to pay fees with money they have  
 earned 
* I understand rent is due weekly before close of business each Friday 
* I understand lack of willingness to pay my fees will result in removal from this program 
* I agree to not pay personal bills ahead of my program fees 
* I agree to job search as directed and am willing to work for minimum wage 
* I agree to secure a daytime position and understand I am not allowed to work at night 
* I understand commission-only work or unpaid training is not allowed 
* If disabled, I agree to volunteer/work part time at least 3 days per week 
* I agree to not miss mandatory meetings due to my work or school schedule 
* Full-time students (12-16 hours) are not allowed to work 
* I understand I am expected to be employed within 2-4 weeks of residency 
* I understand I may not be employed more than 50 hours a week 
 
Program exit 
 
* I understand I will be removed for relapsing on drugs and/or alcohol including non- 
 approved medications 
* I understand failing to follow job search guidelines can result in removal 
* I understand failing to pay program fees can result in removal 
* I understand failing to work with a sponsor in a 12-step program can result in removal 
* I agree to call my house managers in the event that I am late for any reason 
* I understand failing to show up for curfew or mandatory meetings is grounds for  
 removal 
* I agree illegal, destructive, disruptive, predatory or violent behavior is grounds for  
 removal. 
* I understand refusing to be drug/alcohol tested is considered a positive result and I will  
 be removed 
* I understand if I tell someone that I no longer want to be here; I will be given the  
 opportunity to leave 
* I understand I am not allowed to date, privately meet, hit on or “hook up” with another  
 resident, a resident’s family member or friend, or staff member of Solutions of  
 North Texas.  Violation will result in removal of both parties 



* I understand that receiving multiple write-ups can result in removal 
* I understand I may be given 15 minutes to pack and leave if I am removed 
* I understand items left at our facilities are considered abandoned and will be  
 discarded 
 
 
Sponsorship 
 
* I agree to secure sponsorship within 48 hours of my residency.  
* I agree to actively work with my sponsor and to follow their precise directions 
* I agree to take any complaints or concerns to my sponsor and then my house  
 manager. 
* I agree to not use my family or friends as a sponsor.  
 
 
Available services and referrals 
 
    * intensive outpatient treatment program 
    * financial aid for continuing education                
    * savings plan                                                        
    * job/pc/resume training                                    
    * budgeting                                                           
    * free prescriptions-limited to availability            
    * case management                                               
    * ged                                                                   
    * parenting classes                                               
    * mhmr                                                               
    * low-income housing and deposits                     
    * family sessions and support                               
    * outreach training                                                
    * transition planning 
    * counseling 
    * doctor’s visits 
    * progress reviews 
    * residency and progress letters (legal, cps, etc) 
    * drug and alcohol evaluation 
    * psychological evaluations 
    * dars 
    * clothing for job search (limited) 
    * life skills 
    * community service 


